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Situation Analysis
Advertising Campaign and Analysis

The North Face is an incredibly popular brand for outerwear and has a lot of strengths, as well as 

some areas of weakness that need to be worked on. Below is a breakdown of The North Face’s 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.

SWOT: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
Strengths:

∙       Brand recognition including the North Face name and logo

∙       Although products aren’t labeled unisex, they can be worn by both genders

∙       Intense customer loyalty

∙       High quality activity specific gear

∙       Wide variety of products including jackets, gloves, hats, etc.

∙       Innovative with top-of-the-line technology

∙       Eco-friendly and sustainable

∙       Reasonably priced

 

Weaknesses:

∙       Some alterations to the original stylish design have missed the fashion mark

∙       Small sneaker market
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∙       Most products are not useful for consumers in warm climates

 

Opportunities:

∙       Entry into a more sophisticated/technical winter clothing market

∙       Promote camping equipment and clothing

∙       Increase store locations from 51

∙       Draw awareness to light summer jackets

∙       Make gear more casual to appeal to non-athletic consumers

∙       Explore associations with sporting events

∙       Entry into the environmentally friendly market

 

Threats:

∙       Technical wear & casual wear from Burberry, Patagonia, Izod, LL Bean,                 

         Timberland, and Columbia

∙       Majority of products are not useable for summer

∙       Counterfeit products

Industry Overview

The North Face competes in the outdoor active-wear and sports gear industry. As a company 

they offer a large range of products for men, women, and children. Unfortunately, other brands 

in this industry offer a comparable amount of products to The North Face’s available products.

Main Competitors

Their main competitors (Patagonia, Timberland, Columbia, etc.) focus more on style and color 

rather than functionality. These brands all compete with one another, but are still popular for 

their particular well-known brand. In terms of winter gear, The North Face is the leader with 

their Denali fleece jackets for all ages and their parkas for women. They are one of the most well 

known brands because of their popularity among all ages and their consistency.

Market Share

The North Face Market Share

Sneaker/Footwear Market: 5%
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Outdoor Apparel: 45-50%

Outdoor Equipment/Accessories: <20%

The North Face vs. Competitors in Outdoor Apparel

Dollars# # # # # # # Units

The North Face: 51.6%# # # # # Columbia: 33.3%

Columbia 27.1%# # # # # The North Face: 28.1%

Nike 6.9% # # # # # # Nike: 8.9%

Duofold 2.6% # # # # # # Duofold: 4.8%

Amerex 1.2%# # # # # # Meridian: 4.0%

Hot Chillys 1.2%# # # # # Coleman: 1.7%

Meridian 1.1% # # # # # # Polarmax: 1.6%

White Sierra 0.9%# # # # # Hot Chillys: 1.5%

MTN Hardwear 0.8%# # # # # White Sierra: 1.4%

Polarmax 0.8%# # # # # # Amerex: 1.2%

The North Face Columbia Nike Other

9%
7%

29%
55%

Percent of Dollars of Market Share
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Current Position
The North Face is one of the industry leaders in outdoor active-wear, providing a fashionable 

alternative to other brands while maintaining quality and durability. The brand provides high 

performance and high comfort gear at an affordable price, while allowing considerations for 

style, a pivotal issue amongst our target demographic. The North Face is also environmentally 

conscious and has worked to use bluesign certified materials in The North Face products.

 

The brand has moved away from its focus on functionality and has become more fashion oriented 

for college students. We want to highlight that it is both practical and fashionable for outdoor 

activities such as skiing and snowboarding, but is also environmentally friendly. The North Face 

products are a greener alternative to their competitors’ products.

The biggest problem that The North Face needs to address is the issue that the ideal consumer 

doesn’t know that The North Face is environmentally friendly and is working on being 

sustainable. The North Face brand uses bluesign certified materials.

 

Advertising will increase awareness of The North Face’s movement towards being completely 

sustainable. As a result of this awareness and the success of this advertising campaign, general 

sales will increase by 10% and The North Face will gain a greater market share.
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Consumer Profile and Insight
Advertising Campaign and Analysis

The intended consumer is an active college student with access to extra funds. Although this 

student has some money to spare, the student is typically in the middle-income level so his/her 

spending money is limited. This student has a sense of fashion and a realistic attitude. He/she 

wants his/her purchases to be fashionable and functional as well as last beyond one season.

Women’s Denali Fleece

Style and durability are very important to this college student, as well as his/her impact on the 

environment. He/she buys the brand because the student sees his/her friends wearing it and 

knows that it is durable and reliable. The student is extremely motivated by his/her peers, but the 

student’s own innate desire to wear something that will actually do what it advertises drives him/

her towards The North Face. It will keep the student dry in the rain and warm in the winter 

without compromising style and appearance. His/her original reasoning behind the purchase 

was the look and in time the student realized it is an excellent choice for an active lifestyle that 

leaves a smaller carbon footprint. The student uses The North Face products throughout the 

semester while walking around campus in the rain and snow, as well as in windy conditions.

 

Additionally, the consumer brings his/her The North Face gear for weekend trips and schools 
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breaks, when the consumer has time for activities such as skiing and snowboarding. Ideally, the 

consumer will purchase multiple styles of North Face outerwear. It is also incredibly important to 

the consumer that the product retains its quality from daily wear and its production is 

environmentally responsible.

The consumer looks at life in a positive way and is always ready for anything. This student leads a 

fun and exciting life, and being active is incredibly important to him/her. He is involved with a 

variety of groups on campus, including athletic teams and environmentally conscious groups. 

The consumer is very active, whether it be through outdoor adventures or hanging out with 

friends he/she is always doing something. The consumer is looking for outwear that will go over 

anything and will look good with every outfit. The consumer is also incredibly conscious about 

ecological sustainability and is looking for ways to reduce his/her carbon footprint.

 

In cold weather, the consumer needs to stay warm and on rainy days, the consumer needs to stay 

dry. He/she is willing to spend extra money on the products, as long the products guarantee to 

have a long lifetime of use without problems. He/she can be found on a college campus on the 

West coast, East coast or in the Midwest.

 

The easiest place to target the consumer is on a large college campus where seasons are more 

distinct. Campuses on the East coast and in the Midwest would be ideal places to find the 

consumer because it rains and snows there. Even students from other regions of the country 

would need The North Face products to protect them from the elements at their respective 

schools.
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A-Quad
Advertising Campaign and Analysis

Below is a breakdown of the attitude of our target consumer, attributes of products, allies of The 

North Face, and adversaries of The North Face.

Jester Backpack

Attitude
∙       College-aged

∙       Confident

∙       Sensible

∙       Adventurous

∙       Athletic in all seasons

∙       Environmentally aware

∙       Independent

∙       Goal-oriented, Performance-oriented

∙       Flirts with a preppy style

∙       From any state where the seasons actually change

∙       Middle or upper-middle income level

∙       Green enthusiast - aware of environmental issues and sensitive to eco-friendly ideas
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Attributes
·∙	        Protection from the elements - dry in rain, warm in winter

∙       Durable - lasts beyond one season (high quality)

∙       Comfortable - high quality fibers, form fitting to the individual

∙       Reasonably priced - cheaper than “designer” brands such as Burberry

∙       High performance

∙       Stylish - classic

∙       Innovative/Technology - water repellent, wind resistant, clips for lift tags, numerous   

        pockets, clip for glove attachments, abrasion reinforced shoulder pads

∙       Eco Friendly - Recycled Materials -20% of total materials & 40% of insulation (sustainable)

∙       Goose down fill for superior warmth and comfort while providing lightweight insulation

∙       Breathable, waterproof Gore-Tex material protects both rain and snow, ideal for skiing and

         climbing

∙       Breathable, waterproof HyVent technology

∙       Windstopper technology for total wind protection with maximum breathability	  

Allies
∙       Ski/Snowboard Equipment Companies

∙       Winter Resorts

∙       Outdoor Adventure Companies

∙       Bike Companies

Adversaries
∙       More affordable/inexpensive products

∙       Other outdoor-gear producing brands

∙       Counterfeit products under The North Face name

∙       Exposure, or lack thereof
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Brand Strategy Statement
Advertising Campaign and Analysis

Our target consumers are athletic, adventurous college students that have a passion for outdoor 

sports, exploration, and ecological sustainability. The brand currently tends to be perceived as 

fashionable with high quality technology, but fails to be known for its efforts in its movements 

towards becoming completely sustainable. In the mind of a committed extreme sport athlete or 

an outdoor enthusiast, the company may seem to have lost its connection to customers that enjoy 

technologically innovative products created through a sustainable means. 

Men’s Venture Jacket

Our competition is likely to have maintained a positive association in the minds of our target 

consumers due to the companies staying within their specific product market to solely appeal to 

their original intended core demographic. The North Face would like to return to having the 

same positive association in the minds of our target consumers. The North Face wants to return 

to be perceived as one of the best outdoor apparel companies that is faithful to their passionate 

outdoor activity consumers.

 

Our brand will strive to stay true to the outdoor market while continuing to provide a fashionable 

alternative to other brands, never sacrificing quality or durability. We have never faltered in 
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maintaining a solid variety of dependable products over the years and restoring our reputation is 

of the up-most importance in returning to our core values as a brand. The tone of our advertising 

will be optimistic and motivating, depicting messages and imagery that will inspire our 

consumers to push themselves to be more environmentally friendly by purchasing The North 

Face brand products.
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Creative Work PlanAdvertising 
Campaign and Analysis

 

Boys’ Keen Beanie

Current Situation
The general public is greatly concerned with environmental sustainability, and is looking for 

ways to reduce the carbon footprint that comes from product manufacturing. The Green 

Movement is our entry into the heart of consumers by informing them that The North Face brand 

is environmentally sustainable.

Consumer Problem
The consumer would like to be able to find durable, long-lasting products in retail stores. They 

want these products to provide protection from the weather, as well as maintain comfort and 

functionality, all while remaining fashionable.

The consumer’s problem is the overwhelming issue that they do not know us. The consumer 

doesn’t know what The North Face is all about and is unsure what the products actually do and 

what they are made of. The consumer is looking for us to answer who we are and what our 

products do. Consumers are also unaware of our ability to produce environmentally-friendly 

products that maintain superior product capability. 
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Advertising Objective

Increase awareness of the high quality and high fashion of our product to the point where it 

becomes a staple in the wardrobe of consumers with spending power. Additionally we would like 

to maintain our connection to the outdoor market consumers and would like The North Face 

products to become an icon of functionality, classical fashion and environmentally friendly 

outerwear

Marketing Objective

From our advertising efforts, we would like to increase sales by 10% and dominate the market 

share. With this increase of sales we would like to create new brand-specific stores and be known 

as the most fashionable, functional, and environmentally-friendly brand in the industry.

Strategy Brand Positioning
We would like the brand to become synonymous with the terms functional, fashionable, and 

sustainable. Customers should choose The North Face because it satisfies the consumer’s needs 

and is environmentally-friendly. We would like The North Face brand to elicit intense feelings of 

self-satisfaction as a result of purchasing an environmentally-friendly product that helps reduce 

the consumer’s carbon footprint.

Creative Strategy
The North Face is the only brand in the marketplace that is working towards becoming 

completely sustainable while maintaining brand quality and a classic sense of fashion.
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Marketing Strategy
Advertising Campaign and Analysis

Chugach 16 Pack

Target Audience

Demographics:

Our target audience is a male or female college student, ages 18-24.  Their income may fall 

anywhere from the middle to upper-middle level and there is no discrimination upon their race.  

Our target market is athletic in their free time, and buys our brand for its style along with its 

performance and functionality. Our target market is upset by corporations that are 

environmentally irresponsible and enjoys progress towards becoming a more sustainable society.

Affinity Groups:

Our target audience can be a part of many affinity groups.  Examples of these are: sororities and 

fraternities, athletic teams or club sports (snowboarding/skiing, wake boarding, rock climbing, 

etc.), academic clubs or environmental groups.  Students may have many different associations, 

but will all have the common factor that they are somewhat athletic, no matter what the level is.  

They also all use our brand for the fashion style.

Relationships:

The existing market bought our products for their known classical style and excellent 
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performance.  Our new prospects will buy our brand for those reasons mentioned above, and for 

the added bonus of being environmentally responsible. The new prospects will get the feeling of 

satisfaction and self-fulfillment for positively impacting the environment.

Competition

Direct competitors consist of athletic brands such as Columbia, Patagonia, Timberland, etc.  The 

North Face features a wide variety of jacket, shirts, pants, accessories, footwear, and equipment 

for seven or more sports and activities.  Their pricing ranges anywhere from $60-$999 for men 

(jackets) and $60-$550 for women (jackets).  Their performance and popularity is extremely 

high, as well as their durability, comfort, and style.

Columbia:

∙       Price ranges of all products: $36-$1200 men, $26-$850 women

∙       More for activities, not sports

∙       Many different forms of technology for apparel

∙       Not a large variety of color/style

Patagonia:

∙       Price ranges of all products: $15-$300 men, $15-$300 women

∙       Many activities and sports

∙       Mostly apparel

∙       Very environmental based

∙       More color options

Indirect Competition
∙       Specific sports brands such as Nike, Adidas

∙       Activity brands for fishing, yoga, skiing/snowboarding, hiking, surfing, rock climbing

∙       Counterfeit products
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Brand Promise
Advertising Campaign and Analysis

Once the consumer owns a North Face he/she will wear his/her jacket with an air of fashion 

confidence as well as the satisfaction of owning a sustainable, fashionable product

Women’s Nuptse® Fur IV Boot

The North Face promises long-lasting comfort and durability, with a commitment to protecting 

and conserving the environment. The North Face is aiding in efforts to preserve environmental 

integrity in order to continue to support a plethora of activities from outdoor adventure to 

everyday life.

Call To Action
We want the consumer to get outside and have a positive effect on the environment. We want the 

consumer to be more active and enjoy the beautiful outdoors.

Net Impression
The North Face is an environmentally-conscious, ecologically-friendly and ethically-responsible 

company that values what goes into its products, and is concerned about its impact on the 

environment.
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Interactive Strategy and Plan
Advertising Campaign and Analysis

Girls’ Freedom Insulated Pants

Phase One
Students from Big 10 Universities will be invited to submit extreme photos of themselves wearing 

(using their home schools landscape encouraged) The North Face gear to a Facebook page. 

These photos will automatically be uploaded to an album on The North Face website that will 

contain a Facebook module. Through this module, Facebook users will be given the option to 

“like” photos, with the contest winner receiving the most “likes”, additionally naming their 

University as contest winner.

The prize will be free The North Face gear, in the winning University’s colors, for the winner and 

10 friends. These 11 people will not only win limited edition The North Face gear, but a spring 

break ski trip to Aspen sponsored by a spring break company. The rest of the University will be 

given a discount on the North Face gear and the limited edition University color Denali Fleece. 

Once success is measured University colored Denali Fleeces will be available at full price to all 

other Big 10 Universities as a surprise.

Evaluation
As a formative evaluation, we will measure the traffic to The North Face site from Facebook. We 

will also count the number of photo submissions and subsequent “likes” per photo.
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As a summative evaluation, we will monitor the North Face sales for both the limited edition 

Denali Fleece and all other the North Face gear.

Phase Two

Once Phase One is determined as a success, The North Face will sponsor weekly ski and 

snowboard outings to local and national mountains and resorts. These mountains and resorts will 

offer discounted transportation, lift tickets, and The North Face apparel for all Big 10 students. 

Throughout the ski/snowboard season, these mountains will host skiing and snowboarding 

competitions, musical events, and other activities designed to encourage Big 10 students to visit 

en mass. At these ski areas throughout the season, professional photographers will be on hand to 

record instances of extreme performance. Students will vote for a photograph of a student from 

their school that they deem to be superior, with one winner from each school being entered into 

a final round of voting to decide the most extreme school.

Promotion
In order to promote our event, we will utilize the students by selecting on-campus 

representatives and have call out meetings. We will also start have these representatives send the 

even to everyone on Facebook and tweet about it. Students can also opt into receiving e-mail 

updates about the event and subsequent events. The event page on Facebook will contain a link 

to The North Face website, as well as contain promotional material and additional information 

regarding events.
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